between topological lattices, we have the same results in the category of completely regular topological lattices and continuous homomorphisms as those in the category of completely regular ordered spaces.
For general categorical background and terminology we refer to [10] and for topological partially ordered spaces to [15, 16] .
In the following, every subcategory of a category will be assumed to be full and isomorphism-closed.
1.
Completely regular ordered spaces. DEFINITION 1.1. Let (X, 0) be a topological space endowed with a partial order ^ . The partial order ^ is called continuous provided that whenever x^y in X, there are open sets U and V, x E U and y E V, such that if u E U and υ E V, then u ^ v. In this case (X, ^ , 0) will be called topological partially ordered space.
The category of topological partially ordered spaces and continuous isotones will be denoted by TPOS. It is known [13] that for any family (X ( ) lG/ in TPOS and any family (/: X-•X i ) /e/ of maps which separates points of X, X can be endowed with a partial order and a topology such that (/ί) l € Ξ / is initial in TPOS. Hence TPOS has products and equalizers so that it is complete. DEFINITION 1.2 . A topological partially ordered space (X, ^,0) will be called completely separated provided that whenever x^y in X, there exists a continuous isotone /:X-» [0, 1] such that /(*)>/(y), where [0, 1] is the unit interval with the usual order and topology.
The following definition is due to Nachbin [15] . DEFINITION 1.3 . A completely separated topological partially ordered space (X, ^, 0) is said to be a completely regular ordered space if for any point x in X and for any open neighborhood V of x there exists a continuous isotone /:X-*/ and a continuous anti-isotone g:X-*I such that f(x) = 1 = g(x) andCVCf^Ug^O), where / denotes the unit interval [0, 1] and CV denotes the complement of V in X.
The category of completely regular ordered spaces and continuous isotones will be denoted by CROS.
The proof of the following proposition is quite similar to the case of topological spaces and we will omit it. PROPOSITION 1.4 . For any completely separated topological partially ordered space (X, ^,0), the following are equivalent:
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(1) (X, =,0) is a completely regular ordered space. (2) Proof. Since a filter containing a convergent filter is again convergent, it is enough to show that every maximal o -completely regular filter satisfies the necessary condition. Let $F be a maximal o-completely regular filter on X and / a member of hom(X, [ -1, 1] Conversely, let °U be a filter on X such that for any /E hom(X, [-1,1] 
It is easy to show that a join of ^-completely regular filters is again o-completely regular and that f'
is an o-completely regular filter base. Hence & is an o-completely regular filter. Using the above Remark, 3< is a maximal o-completely regular filter contained in °U. REMARK. For a maximal o-completely regular filter f ona completely regular ordered space X and / E hom(X, [-1,1] 
By the definition of completely regular ordered spaces and the above theorem, we have, COROLLARY 1.9 . Every neighborhood filter of a completely regular ordered space is a maximal o-completely regular filter. COROLLARY 1.10 . A filter 3* on a completely regular ordered space X is a minimal Cauchy filter with respect to the uniform structure °IL generated by hom(X, /), where I is the interval [-1,1] endowed with the usual uniform structure, iff it is a maximal o-completely regular filter on X.
2.
Compact ordered spaces. THEOREM 
For a completely regular ordered space X, the following are equivalent:
(1) X is compact. The following is well known [15] , or one can prove it by Corollary 1.6. THEOREM 
The category COMPOS of compact ordered spaces is extensive in the category CROS.
For the further development, we will characterize the reflection of a completely regular ordered space X by o-completely regular filters on X.
For a completely regular ordered space (X, ^ , 0), let β 0 X be the set of all maximal o -completely regular filters on X, endowed with the topology 0* generated by {U* | I/* = {M E β 0 X \UEM}, U is an open set of X} and a relation ^ defined as follows:
It is obvious that (β 0 X, =) is a partially ordered set and that {U* \ U E 0} forms a base for 0*. Let β 0 : X^ β 0 X be a map defined by β o (*) = 0(x) for x E X. By the construction of β 0 X, β 0 X is precisely the strict extension [1] of X with all maximal o -completely regular filters of X as the filter trace. Furthermore for any JC EX and any /E hom(X, [-1,1] ), lim/(0(x)) = f(x) and X is completely regular; it follows that β 0 is an order isomorphism. Consequently the map/8 0 : X^> β 0 X is a dense embedding. Proof. For any N^M in β 0 X, there is / E hom(X, [-1,1] ) with lim/(Jί)<lim/(JV). Let r ί and r 2 be elements of [-1,1] with lim/(Jί)< r x <r 2 < lim/(Λ0 and let U = f~\ [ -1, r,[) and V = /"'(K 1]). Then it is obvious that 17* and V* are neighborhoods of M and Jί respectively and that for any #Έ V* and any SΓ E f/*, ^^ ST. DEFINITION 2.5 . Let A be a category and C an object of A. An A-morphism /: A ->B is said to be C-extendable if for any Amorphism g: A-+ Q there is an A-morphism g: B -* C with g = gf For a class C of A -objects, a morphism is said to be C-extendable if for any C E C, it is C-extendable. (1) It is known that the completion of a uniform space Y is the strict extension of Y with all minimal Cauchy filters as the filter trace. Since β 0 X of a completely regular ordered space X is also the strict extension of X with all maximal o -completely regular filters on X as the filter trace, by Corollary 1.10, we can conclude that β 0 X is homeomorphic with the completion of the uniform space (X, °U), where % is generated by hom(X, [-1,1]).
(2) We define a zero-dimensional ordered space (X, =,0) as a topological partially ordered space satisfying the following two conditions:
1. For every point x of X and an open neighborhood V of JC, there exist finitely many continuous isotones f u -,/": X-»3 such that /•(*) = 0 for each i and C V C U {f;\{ -1, 1}) 11 g ΐ ^ n}, where 3 is the chain of three elements {-1,0,1} with the usual order and the discrete topology.
2. For x^y in X, there exists a continuous isotone /: X-+3 with /(y )</(*)• Let ZOS denote the category of zero-dimensional ordered spaces and continuous isotones. Then ZOS is an epireflective subcategory of TPOS. Let ZCOMPOS denote the category of compact zerodimensional ordered spaces and continuous isotones. Replacing [-1,1] with 3 in the above arguments, one can easily conclude that ZCOMPOS is an extensive subcategory of ZOS. By Remark 2.9(1) and Lemma 3.2 [11] , one has COROLLARY 3.4 . A completely regular ordered space X is kcompact iff it is k-complete with respect to the uniform structure °U on X generated by hom(X, [-1,1] 
k-compact ordered spaces.
), i.e. every fy-Cauchy filter with the kintersection property is convergent.
For an infinite cardinal fc, the category of k -compact ordered spaces and continuous isotones will be denoted by kCOS. We note that N 0 -Lindelόf spaces are exactly compact spaces and that NrLindelόf spaces are exactly Lindelόf spaces. PROPOSITION 
A k-Lindelόf completely regular ordered space X is a k-compact ordered space.
Proof. For any maximal o -completely regular filter & on X with the k -intersection property, let x be a cluster point of 9. Then O(JC) v 9 exists; 0(x)= 2F. Hence 3F is convergent. PROPOSITION 
If a filter 2F on a completely regular ordered space X contains a maximal o-completely regular filter with the countable intersection property, then f(3F) is convergent for any continuous isotone
f:X-*R.
Proof It is enough to show that for any maximal o -completely regular filter 3F with the countable intersection property and a continuous isotone /: X-> R, f(3F) is convergent. Since f{3>) is a filter base with the countable intersection property and R is Lindelόf, f{&") has a cluster point. Moreover, by the same argument as that in the proof of Theorem 1.8 , one can easily show that f(SF) has only one cluster point and that converges to the point. REMARK . It is known [12] that for a filter f on a completely regular space X, and for any continuous map /: X-> R, f(2F) is convergent iff ίF contains a maximal completely regular filter on X with the countable intersection property. However the converse of the above theorem need not be true (see Remark 3.15) . DEFINITION 3.11 . Let P be an object of TPOS. An object A of TPOS is called P-compact if A is isomorphic with a closed subspace of a power of P.
We note that the subcategory of P-compact spaces of TPOS is productive and closed hereditary.
Since JR is Lindelόf, R is an M r compact ordered space. Using the fact that H^OS is productive and closed hereditary, one has, PROPOSITION It is well known [8] that R -compact topological spaces are exactly Ni-compact topological spaces. But the converse of the above theorem does not hold (see Remark 3.15) . DEFINITION 3.13 . A completely regular ordered space X is said to be o-pseudocompact if for each continuous isotone /: X->R, f(X) is bounded. REMARK. A completely regular ordered space X is compact iff it is an 0-pseudocompact, R -compact ordered space. EXAMPLE 3.14. Let E = {-<*>} U R UW endowed with the usual order and a topology generated by {{-*>}} u {{<*>}} u {0(R)}, where O(JR ) is the usual topology on R. Then it is obvious that E is not an R -compact ordered space, but an N r compact ordered space, for E is not compact but o-pseudocompact. We note that E is not pseudocompact. For an infinite cardinal /c, let P k + = I k -{(0)}, where k + is the successor of fe, / denotes the interval [-1,1] , (0) 
Concluding remarks.
4.1. Every completely regular space is precisely completely regular ordered space endowed with the discrete order, and every (maximal) completely regular filter on a completely regular space X is also (maximal resp.) o-completely regular filter on the associated completely regular ordered space of X; the Stone-Cech compactification of X is nothing but the Nachbin compactification of the associated completely regular ordered space σf X. Furthermore a completely regular space X is k -compact in the sense of Herrlich [8] iff the associated completely regular ordered space is a k -compact ordered space.
If one defines an o-zero-dimensional
filter f on a zerodimensional ordered space X by replacing [-1,1] with 3 in Definition 1.7 , one can also define the o-zero-dimensionally k -compact ordered spaces, i.e. a zero-dimensional ordered space X is o-zero-dimensionally k -compact iff every maximal o -zero-dimensional filter on X with the k -intersection property is convergent. By the same argument as above, the category kZCOMPOS of o-zero-dimensionally k-compact ordered spaces is also an extensive subcategory of ZOS for each infinite cardinal k. 4.3. A 
It is immediate that a topological lattice L is completely regular iff it is isomorphic with a sublattice of a power of [-1,1] ; hence every completely regular topological lattice is distributive, and contrary to the case of compact ordered spaces, there is a compact topological lattice which is not completely regular.
However, a completely regular topological lattice is compact iff it is isomorphic with a closed sublattice of a power of [ -1,1] ; the category of I-COMPTL of compact completely regular topological lattices is an extensive subcategory of the category CRTL of completely regular topological lattices and continuous homomorphisms. If one defines a (maximal) 1-completely regular filter on X E CRTL by replacing con-tinuous isotones in Definition 1.7 with continuous homomorphisms, the 1-completely regular filters enjoy the corresponding results obtained for o-completely regular filters.
Furthermore, for (L, v, Λ,0)E CRTL, its I-COMPTL-reflection is given as follows: its underlying topological space is the strict extension of (L, 0) with all 1-maximal completely regular filters as the filter trace, and for a pair (M, N) Using Theorem 1.7 and Proposition 2.3 [4] , one has immediately the follwoing THEOREM 4.5 . The category of k-compact topological lattices is extensive in the category CRTL. REMARK 4.6 . Example 3.14 also shows that N r compact topological lattice need not be isomorphic with a closed sublattice of a power of R. 4.7 . The problem to characterize R -compact ordered spaces and R -compact topological lattices, remains unsolved.
